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Supplementary difference systems are a generalization of difference sets. We
consider such generalizations of the residue difference sets. An infinite family of
difference systems is obtained by forming the union of certain cosets of the e th
powers in F*q 2 for prime powers q=4m+3. Applications to coding theory are
given.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Difference sets have been studied extensively (see for example [1]). The
known examples fall into several families, together with some sporadic
exceptions. In this paper we focus on the residue difference sets. We prove
the existence of several new classes of supplementary difference systems
which can be seen as corresponding to this family of difference sets.
In Section 2 we review basic facts about difference sets and supplemen-
tary difference systems. We discuss some applications to Hadamard matrices
and coding theory. We also review several classes of residue difference sets.
In Section 3 we obtain our major result, the existence of several new
infinite families of supplementary difference systems which are unions of
residue classes. More precisely, we consider the multiplicative group F*q 2
where q=4m+3 is a prime power. We prove that the union of certain
cosets of the (q+1)st powers in F*q2 form supplementary difference systems
in the additive group of Fq 2 .
2. DIFFERENCE SETS AND SUPPLEMENTARY
DIFFERENCE SYSTEMS
We begin by recalling some facts about difference sets which will later be
generalized to supplementary difference systems.
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Definition. Let D be a set of k elements [ai] from an additive abelian
group G of order v. Form all differences ai&aj , i{ j. If each nonzero
element in G occurs as such a difference the same number * of times, D is
called a (v, k, *)-difference set.
It is easily seen that in order to have a (v, k, *)-difference set, the
parameters v, k, and * must satisfy the equation k(k&1)=*(v&1). Any
translate D+ g (g # G) of a difference set is again a difference set. If we
take all v of these translates, we obtain a (v, k, *)-block design. Block
designs have applications to matrix theory, coding theory, and design of
experiments [2].
Definition. A Hadamard matrix H is an m_m matrix whose entries
are \1 such that HHT=mI, where I is the identity matrix.
A simple argument [5] shows that all Hadamard matrices have order
1, 2, or a multiple of 4. The existence of a Hadamard matrix of order 4t
for all t remains an open problem. If a difference set has parameters v=
4t&1, k=2t&1, *=t&1, then it can be used to construct a Hadamard
matrix of order 4t as follows:
We begin by defining the incidence matrix A=(aij) of a block design
with blocks Bi and elements Pj by
aij={1 if Bi contains Pj0 otherwise.
Using the incidence matrix A of a (4t&1, 2t&1, t&1)-block design, we
can construct a Hadamard matrix, H4t . Since the entries of H must be \1,
we replace the 0’s in A by &1’s. We now adjoin a top row of 1’s and a left
column of 1’s to obtain H4t . The proof that H4t is a Hadamard matrix is
straightforward [5].
We next consider applications of difference sets to coding theory [7].
Definition. An (n, M, d ) code is a set of M vectors of length n (with
coordinates from a finite field Fq) such that any two vectors differ in at
least d places, and d is the largest number with this property.
Again consider the incidence matrix A of a (v, k, *)-block design. Taking
the rows of A as binary (q=2) codewords, we obtain a (nonlinear) code.
Since A is v_v, the length of the codewords is n=v and the number of
codewords is M=v. The distance between two codewords (x1 , ..., xv) and
( y1 , ..., yv) is the number of subscripts i such that xi { yi . Any two rows of
A differ in exactly 2(k&*) coordinates. Thus d=2(k&*).
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Definition. We consider a system consisting of + subsets, Di , 1i+,
of an additive abelian group G, with |Di |=ki . If each nonzero element of
G occurs the same number * of times as an ‘‘internal’’ difference ar&as ,
where ar , as # Di , then we call [D1 , ..., D+] a (v, K, * ; +)-supplementary
difference system (SDS), where K=[ki]. We also refer to D1 , ..., D+ as
supplementary difference sets.
If each Di contains the same number of elements, we denote this number
by k as before. We call such an SDS uniform, and refer to it as a
(v, k, * ; +)-system. By counting the total number of differences in two ways,
we find that in order for a uniform SDS to exist, the parameters must
satisfy the equation
+k(k&1)=*(v&1). (2.1)
Example 2.1. In Z5 , D1=[0, 2] and D2=[3, 4] form a (5, 2, 1; 2)-
SDS.
Difference systems have applications to Hadamard matrices and coding
theory. From suitable SDS’s with +=4 and *=4k&v, we can construct a
Hadamard matrix H4v by Williamson’s method. Corresponding to D1 , D2 ,
D3 , and D4 , we have four incidences matrices. Replacing 0’s by &1’s, we
get four v_v matrices A, B, C, D. By carefully ordering the elements so
that these matrices are symmetric and commute with each other, we find
that
H4v=_
A
&B
&C
&D
B
A
D
&C
C
&D
A
B
D
C
&B
A &
is a Hadamard matrix. There are similar constructions [9] for other values
of + where + is a multiple of 4.
Two Hadamard matrices are called equivalent if one can be obtained
from the other by permuting rows or columns and multiplying rows or
columns by \1. Any Hadamard matrix is equivalent to one with first row
and first column consisting of +1’s. We replace +1’s of this equivalent
Hadamard matrix by 0’s and &1’s by 1’s. Calling this new matrix Wm , we
obtain three Hadamard codes [7]:
(1) An (m, 2m, m2) code: We take the rows of Wm together with
their complements as codewords. The length of this code, which is deter-
mined by the number of columns of Wm , is n=m. The number of
codewords is twice the number of rows of Wm , so M=2m. The minimum
distance between two codewords is d=m2.
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(2) An (m&1, m, m2) code: We delete the first column of Wm and
take the rows as codewords. We have reduced the number of columns by
one and so the length of this code is n=m&1. Clearly M=m, and the
minimum distance between two codewords remains d=m2.
(3) An (m&1, 2m, m2&1) code: We take the words in (2), together
with their complements as codewords. The length of this code is n=m&1,
the number of codewords is M=2m, and the minimum distance between
two codewords is now d=m2&1.
In Section 3 we will construct SDS’s by forming unions of cosets of e th
powers of the nonzero elements of a finite field. This generalizes a construc-
tion for ordinary difference sets which we now discuss.
Let v be a prime. The multiplicative group Z*v is cyclic with generator :.
R. E. A. C. Paley [8], E. Lehmer [6], and S. Chowla [3] have studied dif-
ference sets D whose elements are the e th power residues modulo a prime
v, i.e., D=[:ej | 0 j<(v&1)e]. Lehmer and Chowla also considered
difference sets consisting of the e th power residues together with zero. For
example, Paley proved that if q=4m+3 is prime, then the quadratic
residues (mod q) form a (q, 2m+1, m)-difference set.
More generally, we consider cosets Si of the e th power residues. For
i=0, ..., e&1, let
Si={:ej+i } j=0, ..., v&1e &1= .
Thus S0 is the set of e th power residues, and Si=:iS0 is the i th coset
of S0 .
M. Hall [4] has studied difference sets D consisting of a union of cosets
Sl of the e th power residues. In particular, it can be shown that for e=6
and q a prime of the form q=4x2+27 with a generator chosen so that
3 # S1 , D=S0 _ S1 _ S3 is a difference set.
3. RESIDUE SUPPLEMENTARY DIFFERENCE SYSTEMS
We consider uniform SDS’s where each Di is the union of & cosets Sl of
the nonzero e th powers in a finite field. Let v=q2, where q is a prime
power. The additive group of Fq2 is Zq Zq . Let : be a generator of the
multiplicative group F*q2 . Suppose e | (v&1), and for i=0, ..., e&1, put
Si={:ej+i } j=0, ..., v&1e &1= .
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The parameters v, k, *, +, & must satisfy Eq. (2.1), i.e., +k(k&1)=*(v&1),
that is,
+& \v&1e +\
&v&&&e
e +=*(v&1),
or finally
+& \&v&&&ee2 +=*. (3.1)
Hence the left side of the above equation must be an integer.
M.-Y. Xia and G. Liu [10] have determined an infinite family of SDS’s
with the following parameters: v=q2; q=4m+1, m # Z, q a prime power;
+=4; e=2(q+1); &=q. Once D1 is determined, they define D2 , D3 , D4 by
D2=:e+D1 , D3=:e+D2 , D4=:e+D3 .
We will determine two infinite families of SDS’s. In the first of these,
v=q2; q=4m+3, m # Z, q a prime power; +=8; e=2(q+1)=8m+8;
&=2(m+1). Again, once D1 is determined, we put Di=:e+Di&1, i=
2, ..., 8. Equation (3.1) is satisfied with *=8m2+12m+2.
In the second family, we have v=q2; q=4m+3, m # Z, q a prime power;
+=4; e=q+1=4m+4; &=m+1. Once D1 is determined, we put Di=
:e+Di&1 , i=2, ..., 4. Equation (3.1) is satisfied with *=4m2+6m+1.
We now proceed to the construction of these families. Let G be a finite
additive abelian group, with addition denoted by +, subtraction by &,
and the identity element by 0.
The group ring Z[G] of G over the ring Z of integers consists of all
formal sums g # G a(g) g with a(g) # Z. We define addition in Z[G] by
_:g a(g) g&_:g b(g) g&=:g [a(g)+b(g)] g,
and multiplication in Z[G] by
\ :g # G a(g) g+\ :h # G b(h)h+= :k # G c(k) k,
where c(k)=g+h=k a(g) b(h). We use  only for addition  in Z[G].
We use  for subtraction in Z[G]. We do not introduce a special symbol
for the additive identity element g 0 } g of Z[G] (which is not the same
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as the element 0 # G) since it does not occur in the following calculations.
For two subsets A and B of G, we define
A&B= :
a # A, b # B
(a&b).
Note that A&B is an element of Z[G]. Let 2(A, B)=(A&B) (B&A)
and 2A=A&A. Put T=g g, T*=T  0, and Ti=h # Si h, i=0, 1, ...,
e&1. Thus
Ti+1=:Ti and T=T*0= :
e&1
i=0
Ti 0.
Moreover, define
P0=2S0 , Pi=2(S0 , Si) (i=1, ..., e&1).
We make the convention that Pi=Pj , Si=Sj , and Ti=Tj if i#j (mod e).
Note that
2(Si)=Si&Si=:iS0&:iS0=:i(S0&S0)=:iP0 , i=1, 2, ..., e&1.
Thus if i{ j we have
2(Si , Sj)=(Si&Sj) (Sj&Si)
=(:iS0&Sj) (Sj&:iS0)
=(:iS0&:iSj&i) (:iSj&i&:iS0)
=:i(S0&Sj&i):i(Sj&i&S0)
=:iPj&i .
Since 2(Si , Sj)=2(Sj , Si), this implies that also 2(Si , Sj)=:jPi& j .
Therefore
:iPj&i=: jPi& j ,
Pj&i=:&i: jPi& j=: j&iPi& j .
Substituting k= j&i, we obtain Pk=:kP&k=:kPe&k .
Lemma 1. (i) P0=(v&1)e } 0mT0 mTe2
(ii) Pe2=(2m+1)(T0 Te2)
(iii) (1:e2)(PiPi+e2)=2(1:e2)(e2&1k=0 Tk  T0  Ti), for 1
i<e2.
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Proof. (i) By definition, P0=2S0=S0&S0 . Each Si has (v&1)e
elements; therefore the coefficient of 0 in P0 is (v&1)e. Note that S0 is
simply the set of squares in Fq*. We have q=4m+3, so S0 is a difference
set with *=(q&3)4=m, i.e., each element of Fq* occurs m times as a
difference. We have Fq*=S0 _ Se2 , so P0=(v&1)e } 0mT0 mTe2 .
This proves (i).
(ii) By definition, Pe2=2(S0 , Se2)=(S0&Se2) (Se2&S0). Let
D=S0 _ Se2=Fq*. Then D is a trivial difference set with v$=q=4m+3,
k$=q&1=4m+2, *$=q&2=4m+1. Grouping the differences of the
elements of D, we have
2D=(S0&S0) (Se2&Se2) (S0&Se2) (Se2&S0).
By (i), (S0&S0)=(v&1)e } 0mT0mTe2 . Since Se2 is the complement
of S0 in Fq*, (Se2&Se2)=(v&1)e } 0mT0 mTe2 . We have
Pe2=2D  [(S0&S0) (Se2&Se2)]
=(4m+2) } 0 (4m+1) T0  (4m+1) Te2
 2
(v&1)
e
} 0  2mT02mTe2
=(2m+1) T0  (2m+1) Te2 .
This proves (ii).
(iii) First consider the right side of the equation to be proved. Since
e&1i=0 Ti=T* and Ti+e2=:
e2Ti , we have
(1:e2) :
e2&1
k=0
Tk=T*.
Hence the right side of (iii) is
2(1:e2) \ :
e2&1
k=0
Tk  T0  Ti+=2[T*  (1:e2)(T0 Ti)]
=2[T*  T0  Ti  Te2  Ti+e2].
Next consider the left side of (iii). The least positive k such that :k # Fq
is k=e2=q+1. Hence :e2 is a primitive element of Fq , :e is a primitive
square of Fq , and S0 consists of all the squares in Fq*. We have
Pi= :
x, y # S0
(x&:iy) :
x, y # S0
(:iy&x). (3.2a)
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Setting h=:e2, we have
:e2Pi= :
x, y # S0
(hx&:ihy) :
x, y # S0
(:ihy&hx). (3.2b)
Similarly,
Pi+e2= :
x, y # S0
(x&:ihy) :
x, y # S0
(:ihy&x) (3.2c)
and
:e2Pi+e2= :
x, y # S0
(hx&:ih2y) :
x, y # S0
(:ih2y&hx). (3.2d)
Note that as y runs through all the squares of Fq*, so does h2y. Adding
(3.2a)(3.2d), we obtain all possible combinations of squares and non-
squares:
(1:e2)(Pi Pi+e2)= :
c, d # F*q
(c&:id ) :
c, d # F*q
(:id&c). (3.3)
Since c and d run through all nonzero elements of Fq , we can change &
to + in this equation. So the summands c+:id and :id+c consist of all
elements c+:id twice, where cd{0.
Recall that :q+1=:e2=h, a primitive element of Fq . Since the degree of
the field extension Fq2 Fq is 2, any element not in Fq , together with an ele-
ment in Fq*, forms a basis. So [1, :i] is a basis of Fq2 Fq for 1i<e2.
Thus every element of Fq2 can be uniquely expressed as c+:id for c, d # Fq .
If c{0 and d=0, we get all nonzero elements of Fq . These are the terms
in the sum T0+Te2 . If c=0 and d{0, we get all elements of Fq2 of the
form :id=:i:(e2) j (0 j<q&1). When j is even, these are the terms of the
sum Ti . When j is odd, they are the terms of Ti+e2 . If c=0 and d=0, we
get 0.
By the above discussion, since the summands in (3.3) consist of the
elements c+:id twice, where c, d # Fq*, we have
(1:e2)(Pi Pi+e2)=2(T*  T0  Ti  Te2  Ti+e2)
which is the right side of (iii). This proves Lemma 1. K
We now construct various classes of SDS’s.
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Theorem 1. Let v=q2, q=4m+3 be a prime power, e=8m+8, &=
2(m+1), +=8. Let
D= .
m
i=0
.
1
r=0
Si+(4m+4) r .
Then the sets [:(m+1) uD | u=0, ..., 7] form a (v, k, * ; 8)-supplementary
difference system with v=16m2+24m+9, k=(2m+2)(2m+1), *=8m2+
12m+2.
Proof. We need to show that each nonzero element of the additive
group of Fq2 occurs *=8m2+12m+2 times as a difference. Thus we need
to show that
\ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+ 2D=8k } 0 (8m2+12m+2) T*.
The proof makes uses of Lemma 1 and the equation
\ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+ :
m
i=0
:i= :
8m+7
i=0
:i (3.4)
together with the definitions of Pi , Ti , and T*. Now
\ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+ 2D=\ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+_ :
m
i=0
:
1
r=0
2Si+(4m+4) r
 :
m
i=0
2(Si , Si+4m+4)
 :
m&1
i=0
:
m
j=i+1
:
1
r=0
:
1
t=0
2(Si+(4m+4) r , Sj+(4m+4) t)&
=\ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+_\2 :
m
i=0
:i+ P0
 :
m
i=0
:iP4m+4
 :
m&1
i=0
:i :
m
j=i+1
(2Pj&i 2Pj&i+4m+4)& .
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By Lemma 1(i) together with Eq. (3.4), we have
\ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+ 2D
=2 :
8m+7
i=0
:i[(2m+1) } 0mT0 mTe2] :
8m+7
i=0
:iP4m+4
\ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+_ :
m&1
i=0
:i :
m
j=i+1
(2Pj&i 2Pj&i+4m+4)& .
Applying Lemma 1(ii) to P4m+4=Pe2 , and substituting k= j&i in the last
sum, we obtain
\ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+ 2D
=2(8m+8)(2m+1) } 04mT* :
8m+7
i=0
:i[(2m+1)(T0 Te2)]
2 \ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+_ :
m&1
i=0
:i :
m&i
k=1
(Pk Pk+4m+4)&
=(8m+8)(4m+2) } 04mT* (4m+2) T*
2(:0:m+1:2m+2:3m+3)(1:4m+4)
} _ :
m&1
i=0
:i :
m&i
j=1
(Pj Pj+4m+4)& .
By Lemma 1(iii),
\ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+ 2D=(8m+8)(4m+2) } 0 (8m+2) T*
4(:0 :m+1:2m+2:3m+3)(1:4m+4)
} _ :
m&1
i=0
:i :
m&i
j=1 \ :
4m+3
k=0
TkT0 Tj+&
=(8m+8)(4m+2) } 0 (8m+2) T*
4(:0 :m+1:2m+2:3m+3)
} _ :
m&1
i=0
:i :
m&i
j=1
(1:4m+4) :
4m+3
k=0
Tk &
4 \ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+_ :
m&1
i=0
:i :
m&i
j=1
(T0Tj)&
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=(8m+8)(4m+2) } 0 (8m+2) T*16
(m+1) m
2
T*
 4 \ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+_ :
m&1
i=0
:
m&i
j=1
(:i:i+ j) T0&
=(8m+8)(4m+2) } 0 (8m2+16m+2) T*
 4 \ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+_ :
m&1
i=0 \(m&i) :
i :
m
k=i+1
:k+& T0
=(8m+8)(4m+2) } 0 (8m2+16m+2) T*
 4 \ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+_ :
m&1
i=0
(m&i) :i :
m
i=1
i:i& T0
=(8m+8)(4m+2) } 0 (8m2+16m+2) T*
 4 \ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+_ :
m
i=0
m:i& T0
=(8m+8)(4m+2) } 0 (8m2+16m+2) T*
 4(m) \ :
7
u=0
:(m+1) u+_ :
m
i=0
:i& T0
=(8m+8)(4m+2) } 0 (8m2+16m+2) T*  4(m) T*
=(8m+8)(4m+2) } 0 (8m2+12m+2) T*.
Thus each nonzero element of Fq2 occurs *=8m2+12m+2 times, and
the sets Di form a supplementary difference system. K
Corollary 1. Let v=q2, q=4m+3 be a prime power, e=4m+4,
&=m+1. Let
D= .
m
i=0
Si .
Then [:(m+1) uD | u=0, ..., 3] is a (v, k, * ; 4)-supplementary difference system
with v=16m2+24m+9, k=(2m+2)(2m+1), *=4m2+6m+1.
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 1 make the substitution e$=e2 and
hence S$i=Si _ Si+e2 . Then, since :eD=D, we can let +=4 instead of 8.
The rest of the proof is unchanged. K
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Example 3.1. m=1, q=7, v=49, e=8, &=2, +=4, G$Z7 Z7 , and
:=1+3i is a generator of F*49 . We have the following SDS:
D1=S0 _ S1 ,
Di=:2Di&1 , i=2, ..., 4.
In the most general form we have
Theorem 2. Let A be a set of l(m+1) integers such that when reduced
mod (m+1), each residue appears l times. Corresponding to Theorem 1,
let D= i # A (Si _ Si+4m+4), and corresponding to Corollary 1, let D=
i # A Si . Then in both cases, we have SDS ’s. The relevant parameters when
D=i # A (Si _ Si+4m+4) are v=q2, q=4m+3, e=8m+8, &=2l(m+1),
+=8, k=2l(m+1)(2m+1), and *=8l 2m2+12l 2m+4l 2&2l. When D=
i # A Si we have v=q2, q=4m+3, e=4m+4, &=l(m+1), +=4, k=
2l(m+1)(2m+1), and *=4l 2m2+6l 2m+2l 2&l.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 1 only uses the residues of the subscripts
mod (m+1), not their actual values. Also, corresponding to Eq. (3.4) we
have, more generally,
\ :
7
u=0
:(m+1)u+ :
l(m+1)&1
i=0
:i=l :
8m+7
i=0
:i. K
From our difference systems we are able to construct codes similar to the
Hadamard codes discussed in Section 2. The family of SDS’s given in
Corollary 1 has +=4, and we can use Williamson’s method to construct a
4v_4v matrix. Since we have *{4k&v, Williamson’s construction will not
yield a Hadamard matrix, but we obtain codes analogous to the three
Hadamard codes described in Section 2. Corresponding to D1 , D2 , D3 , and
D4 we have four v_v incidence matrices A, B, C, and D. We can arrange
the order of the elements so that the matrices are symmetric and commute
with each other. Then we put
M4v=_
A
&B
&C
&D
B
A
D
&C
C
&D
A
B
D
C
&B
A & ,
where &B, &C, and &D denote the matrices obtained by exchanging 0’s
and 1’s in B, C, and D, respectively.
By permuting rows or columns and exchanging 0’s and 1’s in a given
row or column, we obtain a matrix W4v with first row and first column
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consisting of 1’s. It is clear that permuting rows or columns and exchanging
0’s and 1’s in a given column has no effect on the distance between the
rows when viewed as codewords. Also, exchanging 0’s and 1’s in a given
row is the same as taking the complement of a given word. A simple
calculation shows that this will not affect the minimum distance of the
code. We obtain three codes with v, k, * as in the second part of
Theorem 2:
(1) A (4v, 8v, 8k&2*) code: We take the rows of W4v together with
their complements as codewords. The length of this code, which is
determined by the number of columns of W4v , is n=4v. The number of
codewords is twice the number of rows of W4v since we are including
complements. The minimum distance between two codewords is 8k&2*.
(2) A (4v&1, 4v, 8k&2*) code: We delete the first column of W4v
and take the rows as codewords. We have reduced the number of columns
by one and so the length of this code is n=4v&1. Since the rows are our
only codewords, the number of codewords is the number of rows of W4v
which is M=4v. The minimum distance between two codewords remains
d=8k&2*.
(3) A (4v&1, 8v, 8k&2*) code: We take the codewords in (2),
together with their complements as codewords. As in (2), the length of this
code is n=4v&1. The number of codewords in our new code is M=8v.
The minimum distance between two codewords is still d=8k&2*.
We can construct similar codes for the supplementary difference systems
constructed in the first part of Theorem 2 where +=8. Since *{8k&v,
once again we do not obtain a Hadamard matrix, but we are able to
construct three codes similar to the Hadamard codes. We use the corre-
sponding construction for M [9]:
M8v=
A B C D E F G H
.
&B A D &C F &E &H G
&C &D A B G H &E &F
&D C &B A H &G F &E
&E &F &G &H A B C D
&F E &H G &B A &D C
&G H E &F &C D A &B
&H &G F E &D &C B A
With the parameters given in the first part of Theorem 2, we can obtain
three codes as above: (1) an (8v, 16v, 16k&2*) code, (2) an (8v&1, 8v,
16k&2*) code, and (3) an (8v&1, 16v, 16k&2*) code.
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